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Abstract
This talk will present summary of two recent pieces of work on the theme of pricing-based mechanisms for
wireless network scenarios:
i. Networking on white spaces (i.e., locally unused spectrum) relies on active monitoring of spectrum usage
to create spectrum databases. A means for fast and accurate spectrum data collection is via crowd-sensed
radio mapping by mobile clients who acquire local spectrum data and transmit it to a central aggregator
(platform) for processing. Success of such crowd-sensing systems requires some incentive mechanisms to
attract user participation. We describe a scenario where a radio mapping platform makes one-time offers (the
incentive for participation) to users, and collects data from those who accept the offers. We design pricing
mechanisms based on expected utility (EU) maximization, where EU captures the tradeoff between radio
mapping performance (location and data quality), crowd-sensing cost and uncertainty in offer outcomes (i.e.,
possible expiration and rejection). Specifically, we consider both sequential offering, where one best price
offer is sent to the best user in each round, and batched offering, where a batch of offers is made in each
round.
ii. We apply fundamental market mechanisms to wireless spectrum sharing between a licensed primary user
(PU) and an unlicensed secondary user (SU). We consider both orthogonal and non-orthogonal modes of
Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA), and explore rates and profits at market equilibrium. Our analytical
formulation is distinct from prior art: we assume that (i) PU increases its transmit power (within bounds) to
avoid any rate loss from DSA, and (ii) the spectrum owner provides compensation to exactly offset PU’s
increased power costs, leaving PU’s overall economic well-being unaffected by DSA. This allows
quantification of the marginal costs for various DSA schemes for fair comparison and insights into
corresponding market behavior. Our analysis suggests that non-orthogonal DSA is more profitable when (a)
spectrum owners face low competition, (b) SU is very sensitive to power consumption but not very sensitive
to data rates (low or moderate rate applications) and (iii) channel conditions imply low mutual interference
between PU and SU; otherwise, orthogonal DSA is more profitable. Market competition has a very large
impact on profits and rates under non-orthogonal DSA but not for orthogonal DSA.
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